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Some History: The Original Wireless Network
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Medieval illumination of  a fair

Leonardus Lessius

A moral theological 
approach to 
economic and 
financial questions.

The fall of Troy was announced with pyres on mountain tops

As described by Aeschylus in Agamemnon

Communication is part of the overall market microstructure design

And it is highly dependent on the choice of Market data or Private 
fills first



Indian Fish Market Experience
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Improved Communication Leads to More Efficient Markets



EUREX: Full transparency and market data first

Exchange Architecture: Order Entry and Market Data Paths

https://www.eurex.com/resource/blob/1567598/d42f3075b0ed5013
6f22b4dd5ba6283d/data/presentation_stac_summit_new_york.pdf
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CME: A more nuanced approach 

Critical Updates (October 2022)

CME Globex Performance Change for E-mini S&P 500 Futures

Effective this Sunday, October 30 (trade date Monday, October 31), CME Globex will 

implement internal changes to the lead month future contracts in E-mini S&P markets 

that will result in additional processing on a small subset of match events. These 

changes will have no functional or messaging impacts to client gateways. In internal 

testing, these changes increased latency slightly and had no impact on market 

dynamics. There is no plan to apply these changes to other markets at this time.

Balancing private fills and market data
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McKay/Quincy: a trend toward market data first

Constrained by
● Market designs
● The capacity of wireless networks

(2) Quincy Sends QFD Message

(1) Clients use Bandwidth Service
Packets arriving within about 10ns of each other 
have 1/n probability of being first on the radio
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Quincy / McKay



CME G-Link Arbitration

G-link arbitration
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G-Link Comparison

Distribution of 
packet time 
GLink A - 
packet time 
GLink A’

The average gain of 
arbitraging two G-links is 
16 ns. Going to many 
more G-links is not 
necessary to ensure QFD 
wins.
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McKay/Quincy : a trend toward market data first
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Measuring the Impact of Collisions at the Policer

Policer statistics

Theoretical latency distribution at reception of MBEL for 3 way collision without considering jitter
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No Jitter



Measuring the Impact of Collisions at the Policer

Policer statistics

Theoretical latency distribution at reception of MBEL for 3 way collision with jitter: 
1. Fast jitter: radio delimiter, Ethernet to modem, clock boundary crossing (we display the measured jitter in the 

graphs above) : of the order of 40 nanoseconds
2. Slow jitter: k factor changes, index of refraction changes, rain (how much is this?)
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Including the jitter of the Microwave Circuit



What is happening in HF land?
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McKay/Quincy : a trend toward market data first
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Thank You!
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